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The European Space Agency (ESA) introduced in 2006 a new approach to support the scientific community and
downstream industry in exploiting the large amounts of Earth Observation (EO) data gathered from EO satellites,
fostering the development of new value-added EO datasets and sustainable processing chains, sharing a central
collaboration framework.
Based on a well-defined collaboration scenario, this opportunity releases the scientists from the burden of
developing, operating and maintaining their own legacy computing and large data management infrastructures,
whilst keeping their efforts and investments focussed on new algorithm developments and validation activities.

EO data users, whether scientific research institutes or downstream industries aiming at sustaining EO-
based operational services, commonly suffer the general difficulties in financial investment and dedicated effort,
of setting-up, operating and maintaining operationally large data computing and management infrastructures, to
hold, catalogue and process the quantity of data required to their value-adding processes.
This is particularly true for EO applications requiring a huge amount of multi-source input data, such as
long-term trend analysis, global studies, or mapping applications based on multiyear timescale aggregations of
high-resolution data.
It is unambiguous that those required infrastructures all share common needs in many aspects such as high-
performance access to storage, interfaces to catalogues, data processing tools and libraries, processing workflows,
workflow automation, etc. Also, the yet widespread usage of Linux and other coupled OpenSource software
matured in the last ten years have highly contributed to a fair harmonisation of the data computing means and
methods among all EO partners.

Secondly, although great progress is continuously being achieved in the digital data transportation domain
in terms of both available transport bandwidth and worldwide network connectivity, the amount of EO data
to be conveyed in a point-to-point manner from the data producer to the various data users remains a real
issue. This is particularly true considering the increasing amount of data generated by the space borne in-
struments, and the near-real-time data access constraints imposed by a growing number of applications in
the areas of real-time earth watching, disaster management, meteorology, etc. Also, because of the recurrent
availability of upgraded datasets following algorithm improvements at the data producer side, data consumers will
only profit from the upgraded datasets in their models at the expense of a repeated bulk data transportation exercise.

Driven by those considerations, ESA is evaluating and promoting, in parallel to the traditional approach of
physical data dissemination to its users, an alternative opportunity aiming at bridging the gap between data
producers and consumers. In this approach, the data processors are moved across rather than the data itself and
are triggered remotely by the users on a common shared virtual processing environment hosted at ESA where the
data effectively relies. This central, flexible and high-performance computing infrastructure is known as the Grid
Processing On-Demand (G-POD) environment which, coupled with large data archives and catalogues and linking
hundreds of CPUs, can seamlessly host the scientists’ data handling applications and so provide a processing
virtual environment remotely accessible from the web with quick accessibility to data, computing resources and
results.



This paper gathers the two-years experience build around G-POD collaborations, which beyond the initial
objective, has highlighted additional benefits and potentials for the development and sustainability of value-added
EO operational applications, while providing new visions for ground-segment developments in the long term.


